RESOLUTION ON CREDIT SHARING POLICY AT HUNTER COLLEGE
25 May 2022

RESOLVED, that as of the Spring 2023 semester, the following policy shall be implemented and reflected in the Hunter College Undergraduate Catalog:

“Policy on Credit Sharing Between or Among Multiple Majors”
Credit sharing occurs when credit hours earned in a course count towards the credit requirements of more than one program at Hunter College.

Some programs and majors, after approval through curricular governance procedures of the Hunter College Senate, may allow for some credit sharing between or among majors where the same courses are accepted towards different declared majors. Please refer to the program descriptions for each major in the Hunter College Catalog to see if credits may be shared between or among specific majors. If a program does not allow credit sharing for the same courses satisfying the requirements of more than one major, the student must take additional courses as approved by the major departments or programs to reach the required number of credits in each major.”

Explanation: This resolution codifies a policy in effect but never authorized by the Hunter College Senate. There are no policy changes in this resolution.